The Ontario Civil Liberties Association (OCLA) recommends civil disobedience against mandatory masking

Municipal governments and authorities in Ontario are arbitrarily imposing face masks in the general population, without any reliable scientific basis, and in contradiction of the precautionary principle.

There are significant anticipated harms from the widespread use of masks in the general population, which both the World Health Organization (WHO) and the OCLA have described in detail. [ http://ocla.ca/ocla-letter-who/ ]

Governments are enforcing laws, by-laws and “health” directives that thereby put the general population at risk, while not having satisfied the onus of demonstrating that their draconian policies are safe, and not harmful to the very fabric of society.

Therefore, the OCLA recommends peaceful civil disobedience against directives imposing masks in the general population.

The OCLA provides the following practice guide for the civil disobedience.

- Do not be isolated. Find or form grassroots support groups, or even just one other trusted person who can accompany you.
- Be polite, not argumentative. Do not be legalistic. Calmly state your position of defiance of the rule, without trying to convince authorities.
- You do not need to justify yourself, or provide any evidence of special circumstances. Simply state that you will not comply because the directive is not justified.
- Record your interactions with authorities and establishment personnel. Get name badges and positions. Ask questions to clarify what they are requesting and who is requesting it and why.
- Make your recordings and reports public, on social media, and to your support groups. OCLA can receive and publish your reports, as one venue.
- Expect that other citizens will oppose you and that they may be angry or aggressive. Do not respond with anger or get into an argument. Your respectful act of defiance speaks for itself.
- If they want to trespass you, then ask them to call police or security to do that. When a police or peace officer arrives, explain the situation calmly. Be cooperative. Follow orders. Do not resist arrest, if it comes to that.
- If you are given an enforcement or by-law ticket, ask why and on what basis. Anticipate fighting the ticket in court, as a next step. [OCLA does not provide legal assistance, but may help you find legal assistance.]
- Be strong, confident and positive about the experience that is civil disobedience. You are freely doing it for yourself and society. There is a cost but it is often worth it.

Ontario lawyers who wish to provide pro bono assistance to fight fines are asked to contact OCLA via web, to be added to a list that can be used to inform those needing help: http://ocla.ca/contact/